GROWING REQUIREMENTS
AND FLEXIBLE SOLUTIONS
Our adaptable service portfolio for your business events

CONGRESSES
CONFERENCES
CATERING & HOSPITALITY
ACCOMMODATION

CONGRESSES
CONFERENCES

BIG EXPECTATIONS
AND ADDED-VALUE
We guarantee the best line-up for your event
An attractive event venue that is easy
to reach? A feel-good atmosphere
that stands out due to many clever
technical features? An individually
tailored offer that not only covers
rooms, but also catering, accommodation as well as a supporting
programme? A flexible and professional organisation that offers superior solutions for big as well as small
requests? The Dortmund Congress

Centre fulfills the highest expectations in the business sector! We are
glad to present to you our adaptable
portfolio for successful conventions,
congresses and business events on
the following pages. Convince yourself of the benefits that the modernised Congress Centre offers and
of which ‘added-value‘ features you
and your customer can profit from
with us.

CATERING & HOSPITALITY
ACCOMMODATION

A STRONG REGION
AND COLORFUL
LOCAL CHARACTER
We provide a special framework for your events
North-Rhine Westphalia is Germany’s no. 1 investment location. For
company headquarters it is equally
popular with companies listed on the
German stock exchange as well as
with small start-ups. The metropolitan area of the Rhine-Ruhr region is
situated directly in the middle of this
German federal state and Dortmund
is one of its most multifaceted large
cities. Successful economic structural change is combined with a rich

offer of cultural activities here, which
include a renowned concert hall, a
theater, an opera as well as a casino
and the new DFB German Football
Museum. When it comes to shopping, industrial architecture and enjoying regional specialties, Dortmund
also presents the most diverse range
of opportunities for an unforgettable
supporting programme, which we
can professionally organise for you.

FUTURE TECHNOLOGY
AND STATE-OF-THE-ART
TECHNICAL EQUIPMENT
We always keep pace with the times
D

Today, Dortmund is among the most
dynamic cities in the area of future
technologies: Companies in the information, nanotechnology, robotics as
well as the biomedicine sectors are
located in the region and strengthen
the city’s reputation as a hub for business and science. The city doesn‘t
only score with its image, but also
with its accessibility by car, train,
bus or plane speak in its favour. In
addition, the surrounding catchment

area is impressive: Almost 5 million
people live in the Ruhr region alone!
The state-of-the-art technical equipment at the Congress Centre is equally
impressive. For example, rooms can
be connected online to use applications together or to connect with the
company network. For this, we offer
flexible transmission rates for wireless networks in high bandwidths –
making fast communication possible
and speeding your business.
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EXPERTISE
AND EXPERTS
We take the load of your shoulders effectively
Whether it’s about the tiniest detail or the big picture: Experienced
project managers support you in
carrying out conventions, conferences and company events. Our professional staff have accumulated
decades of experience in event management; they always keep a close
eye on costs and offer worry-free
service in the true sense of the word.
What’s special about this is that right

from the beginning you have one
dedicated account manager, who
is committed to you and supports
your clients’ most diverse wishes.
All threads come together with your
personal event manager, as this
person coordinates all services from
technical equipment to seating and
catering all the way to the supporting
programme.

CONGRESSES

PERFECT COMPLEMENTS
AND SHORT DISTANCES
We convince with a variety of combinations
A convention is a good communication platform, but it is also
ideally suited to present products
and services with a promotional
purpose. The large lobby spaces of
the Congress Centre offer plenty of
room for exhibitions accompanying
the event. In addition, you have the
possibility of combining rooms – or
one of the neighbouring exhibition
halls – with multi-functional spaces

(e.g. for workshops or meetings).
Over 8,000 car parking spaces on
the Westfalenhallen grounds make
it possible for participants and delegates to reach the venue quickly.
For accommodation, the Mercure
Hotel Dortmund Messe & Kongress
Westfalenhallen is at your disposal
among others, from here you can
reach Dortmund’s Congress Centre
directly from the breakfast table!

CONGRESSES

FLEXIBILITY AND
ACCESSIBILITY
We impose no restrictions on you
Around 30 rooms for 10 to over
10,000 visitors: We offer a range
of spaces that is not only very large, but also particularly flexible. For
your convention, you can use all of
Dortmund Congress Centre’s rooms
(such as the Goldsaal and the Silbersaal) and of course the doors of the
adjacent exhibition halls as well as
the concert arena are also wide open

to you. In addition, the modernised
Congress Centre has been adapted
for the physically challenged. Thus a
tactile system for the blind, an interactive hearing system as well as barrier-free restrooms and ramps are
among the standard features. Moreover, physically challenged guests
can be assisted by specially trained
employees.

CONFERENCES

SMALL CIRCLES AND
LARGE GROUPS
We put your wishes right at the centre of everything
Whether it’s an executive conference
or an association congress, a convention or a company party, with us
you can carry out the most diverse
spectrum of events. We are ideally
equipped and offer you spaces that
range from 47 m² in the smallest
conference room to capacities for
more than 10,000 participants in the
Westfalenhalle. In doing so, no wis-

hes are overlooked: flexible seating,
accommodation opportunities directly on the Westfalenhallen grounds,
as well as a generous selection of
parking facilities in immediate proximity, including conveniently located
VIP parking and in-house catering
that offers everything from finger
food to a festive banquet dinner.

CATERING & HOSPITALITY

ENJOYMENT AND
PALATABLE FIXED RATES
We offer recipes that fit your calculation
The Dortmund Congress Centre’s
culinary offer is broadly diversified.
Thus at conventions, conferences
and company events, the in-house
catering enjoys serving small snacks
just as much as serving meals with
several courses. And the buffet at the
barrier-free restaurant Rosenterassen is inviting as well. Here a range

of service stations take care of large
groups. However, not only do guests
and participants get their money’s
worth – we also have quite ingenious
recipes for event managers. To calculate the catering costs in advance,
you can put together individual fixed
rates for conferences by using the
TP-Flex form on our website.

HOTEL BEDS AND
ROOM ALLOTMENT
We provide a good night’s sleep
When it comes to accommodation
opportunities, you are in best hands
with us. For the Congress Centre is
directly connected to the Mercure
Hotel Dortmund Messe & Kongress
Westfalenhallen. The 4-star hotel is
especially comfortable and has been
awarded the ‘Certified Business Hotel’, ‘Certified Conference Hotel’ and
‘Certified Green Hotel’ classifications. With the ‘fairpflichtet’-seal, it
has also been certified for sustainable events and furthermore complies

Barrierefreiheit
geprüft

with the pharmaceutical sector’s
FSA/AKG Code of Conduct. Additional hotels – also in the 2-star and
3-star category – are located in the
immediate surroundings and added
together amount to an allotment of
1,000 rooms. Another 1,000 rooms
are available in Dortmund at the
sister hotels belonging to the Accor
Group. In total, the city has over
7,000 hotel beds at its disposal, thus
is an attractive hub for events with
large numbers of participants.

ACCOMMODATION

EXPERIENCE AND SERVICE
We work harder, so you can perform better
As an experienced service provider, we are responsible for around
1,000 events per year with well over
80,000 participants. The fact that we
have been chosen so often is probably well-founded. You will be supported by experienced project managers and benefit from an exceedingly
variable selection of rooms. Plus,
it pays off that Dortmund is not an

over-priced convention location –
price and performance score with
a good ratio. But the quality of service is also decisive. Thus, KHC
Westfalenhallen GmbH fulfills the
high demands of the norm DIN EN
ISO 9001:2000. A further important
certification: Our in-house catering
meets the strict HACCP guidelines!

VENUE OVERVIEW
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Westfalenhalle

GROUND FLOOR CONGRESS CENTRE
GOLDSAAL FORUM
396 m²

UPPER FLOOR CONGRESS CENTRE
ROOM 14
87 m²

ROOM 15
107 m²

ROOM 16
115 m²

ROOM 3
47 m²

ROOM 17
120 m²

ROOM 4
59 m²

GOLDSAAL
467 m²
ROOM 7
56 m²

ROOM 9
110 m²

SILBERSAAL
263 m²
ROOM 10
101 m²

ROOM 8
206 m²

ROOM 6
57 m²

ROOM 5
72 m²

PANORAMA-FORUM
276 m²

FURTHER ROOMS

HOSPITALITY PLUS ADDED VALUE
Your benefits at a glance
 Personal support: One dedicated account manager
takes care of fulfilling your wishes and eliminating
your concerns.

ROOM 31
100 m²

ROOM 34
80.5 m²

 Perfect catering: the company-owned F&B facilities
as well as the in-house catering provide delicious
enjoyment.

 Broad selection of rooms: around 30 large rooms, and
halls for 10 to 10,000 visitors.

 Attractive location: Dortmund is quickly accessible
from Germany as well as the BeNeLux countries
and offers outstanding opportunities for supporting
programmes.

 Attention-attracting sales support: Large lobby spaces
for accompanying product exhibitions and service
presentations.

You need more data, figures and facts?
Don’t hesitate to contact us - we are glad to help.

 Room to grow: Aside from classic convention spaces,
exhibition and event halls are available for large events.
 Concept of short distances: own hotel, further hotels in
immediate proximity as well as a large selection of car
parking spaces.
ROOM 30
200 m²

 Radiant welcome: Facade and lobby of the Congress
Centre can be lit individually (eg. in your company’s
signature colors).

Phone: +49 231 1204-1149 Fax: +49 231 1204-333
Email: kongresszentrum@westfalenhallen.de

A variety of services firsthand.
Kongresszentrum Westfalenhallen
Rheinlanddamm 200 | 44139 Dortmund
Tel.: +49 231 1204-1149 | Fax: +49 231 1204-333
www.kongresszentrum-dortmund.de

